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2015 Q7 (C)  
(i) Define the term market segmentation 
(ii) Illustrate two methods a business could consider to segment its market. 
(15 marks)  
MS: 5m (2+3) 2 @ 5m (1+2+2)  
 
(i) Market segmentation involves dividing up the market into clearly 
identifiable segments that have common characteristics.  
It allows a firm to identify which segment their target market is by 
dividing the market in to groups of consumers with common needs and 
then designing and implementing strategies to target them.  
 
(ii) Demographic 
 
You can segment markets by many different characteristics, such as age, 
income, gender etc.  
When you have your customers grouped by demographics, you can target 
your strategies to reach them specifically, as people from certain 
demographic groups often react the same way to marketing.  
 
E.g. Gender: Males and females are targeted with different types of 
shampoos by manufacturers based on their genders 
 
Geographic  
 
Businesses can use geographic measures like location, urban vs rural, 
weather, population density, population growth etc… which can give 
important marketing details about the market segment. 
 
e.g. Radio: local regional and national. Spin South West and Spin 103.8 in 
Dublin can each target their listeners more effectively than if they were one 
station. 
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2018 Q7 (B)  
Read the information supplied and answer the questions which follow.  
Irish people are spending more on chocolate than ever before ‐ and market 
experts say movie streaming services like Netflix could be partly to blame 
for our increased spend on chocolate, as more of us stay in with treats to 
watch a movie or our favourite TV show. Source: Irish Independent, 
July 2017 
(i) Discuss the benefits for a large chocolate manufacturer of engaging in 
market segmentation.  
(ii) Illustrate two different ways the chocolate market could be 
segmented. (20 marks) 
MS: (i) 2@5(2+3); ( i i )  2@5(2+2+1) 
 
(i) Better matching of customer needs/to match the needs of the customer 
leading to increased sales/able to target particular customers who might 
have been overlooked in the past and provide offers suitable to their needs. 
  
 
Position the product better in the mind of the consumers leading to greater 
customer satisfaction.   
 
More focused/targeted advertising and marketing spend leading to 
lower marketing costs.   
 
Focused Communications therefore more of the target customers can be 
reached more often.   
 
Can retain customers who might shift to competing products by altering the 
product due to changes in life circumstances.   
 
Enhance profits for the business-different customers have different 
disposable incomes/may be able to raise prices for a particular income 
group and thereby enhance profits.   
 
Better opportunities for growth. Customers can be encouraged to “trade-
up” to more luxury chocolate products. 
(ii)  
Demographic  
Analyses consumers according to age, gender, family size, income, 
occupation, Different types of chocolate for different ages. For mass 
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marketing demographic is one of the best ways as everyone has an age, 
gender and income.  
 
Age - Freddo bars for young children   
 
Gender - the Yorkie bar is famous in the UK for its former tag  line #it’s not 
for girls  
 
Geographic location 
 
Analyses consumers according to  location: county/region/country etc. 
Geography can affect the type/taste of product being sold/different 
countries different tastes/chocolate in Ireland famous for its high dairy 
content.   
Hershey’s the most popular US brand not popular in Ireland.  
 
Behavioural 
 
Analyses consumers according to their knowledge of and attitudes towards 
the use of or response to a product.  
Impulse buying /Value for money (special price) /Celebration packs of 
chocolates as seasonal treats (Easter/Christmas etc.)  
 
Psychological 
 
Analyses consumers according to social class, lifestyle and personality type.  
Attitudes - organic chocolate/environmental concerns around cocoa bean 
production.   
Lifestyles - more health conscious (natural ingredients) /sugar free 
chocolate/protein bars/diet conscious.   
Tastes - more screen time, more snacking while watching TV/Netflix.   
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2013 Q7 (B)  
( i )  Explain the term ‘market segmentation’ with reference to ‘All-Weather 
Wellies Ltd’. (answered on previous page) 
( i i )  Discuss the reasons why the marketing department of ‘All-Weather 
Wellies Ltd’ might engage in market segmentation. (20 marks)   
MS: (i) 6m (3+3) ( i i )  2 reasons @ 7 marks (4+3)  
 
(ii)  
Different segments will have different spending patterns and 
disposable income so segmenting the markets can allow a business to 
charge the right price for each segment.  
E.g. All-Weather Wellies could sell a cheap boot for students that wouldn’t 
be very durable so appropriate for festivals. 
  
Businesses might target specific segments to get customers to try out 
their product, and then if they like it they will be more likely to buy other 
products from that brand in other segments. This should help them build 
brand loyalty. 
E.g. ‘All- Weather Wellies Ltd’ could build loyal relationships with it’s great 
outdoors customers, and then introduce GPS watches, scarves, wallets 
etc… if they are successful with the boots. 
 
Other: Better marketing decisions; More efficient/targeted 
advertising; gain a competitive advantage in one area 
 
 
2009 Q7 (B)  
(i) Explain the term ‘market segmentation’, illustrating your answer with 
reference to Olympian Ltd.  
(ii) Outline two benefits to Olympian Ltd of segmenting the market. (20 
marks) 
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2017 Q7 (A) 
Fantasia Clothing Ltd 

Amy Carroll noticed that a lot of children’s clothes available in the market 
are mini‐versions of adult clothing. She identified a gap in the market for 

clothes which are bright, colourful and fun, designed specifically for 
children. She established Fantasia Clothing Ltd which, in two years, has 

earned a loyal customer base. Her unique designs, produced using quirky 
and comfortable fabrics, ensure her children’s clothing stand out in the 

saturated children’s clothing market. 
(i) Explain the term niche market with reference to Fantasia Clothing Ltd. 
(ii) Illustrate the implications for a business operating in a niche market. 
(20m) 
 
(i) A niche market is the subset of the market (a segment) on which a 
specific product is focused. The product’s features are aimed at satisfying 
specific market segment needs, as well as the price range, production 
quality and the demographics that is intended to impact. It is also usually a 
small market segment. 
The children’s clothing market is very large. Instead of competing against 
every seller in the market, Amy is targetting the segment of the market that 
would like ‘bright, colourful and fun’ kid’s clothes. 
 
(ii) Lower Volume of Sales 
If a business decides to sell in a niche market, they won’t make as many 
potential sales as in a larger market. 
They may need to adapt the price to increase profit margins on each 
sale to make enough profits. 
E.g. Amy may need to increase her price from €10 to €15 per item as her 
sales will be lower 
 
Potential to Expand 
A business may use a niche market to establish itself and build 
consumer loyalty, before looking to expand in to different market 
segments, using it’s now established brandname.  
Under Armour did this by first launching under garments for sports, then 
expanding in to tracksuits etc.. when they were established. 
E.g. Amy could build a following in the niche market and then use this to 
launch a range for teenagers that lots of her customers would also 
need.  
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2013 Q7 (A)  
Read the information supplied and answer the questions which follow.  
An Irish company, 'All-Weather Wellies Ltd' identified a niche market for 
colourful wellington boots of all sizes. The wellington boots are sold mainly 
on-line to people who enjoy the 'great outdoors' and festival-goers. The 
company wishes to expand and add accessories, such as, umbrellas, scarves 
and hats to the product range.  
Outline the market research techniques available to 'All-Weather Wellies 
Ltd' for developing its product range. (20 marks)   
MS: 2 techniques @ 10 marks (2+3+3 +2)  
 
Desk Research  
It is secondary research, where a business accesses information that 
has already been gathered. 
Desk research is relatively cheap which keeps business costs down, as 
they don’t have to pay for data to be collected. 
Types include the internet (looking at competitors websites/social 
media), internal sales reports, trade reports, Central Statistics 
Office publications e.g. the Census, newspapers etc. 
 
E.g. The CSO would provide information on the population details of 
towns (i.e. age, sex, family structure etc.) for All-Weather Wellies Ltd 
which could help develop their product range e.g. baby boots in growing 
populations. 
 
Field research  
It is primary research. It involves going into the marketplace to gather 
new business information by making direct contact with customers or 
potential customers.   
Field research tends to be expensive and time consuming but it does 
provide specific information on the behaviour of the target market.   
Types include: surveys, observation, questionnaires and focus 
groups.  
 
E.g. Surveys could be carried out on site at concerts by field researchers 
employed by ‘All- Weather Wellies Ltd’ to help develop their range. 
 
2009 – Short Q4  
Explain the terms ‘desk research’ and ‘field research’. Use one example of 
each to support your answer.   
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2010 Q7 (A)  
Companies which invest in marketing in downtimes benefit more when 
market conditions begin to pick up.  
Discuss the reasons why businesses carry out market research. (15 marks)  
MS: 3 @ 5 marks (2 + 3) 
 
1. Finding if consumers like the potential product through a survey 
reduces the risk of the business using resources producing products, 
which the consumer does not want.  
Desk research to find out it the market is big enough from sales records 
would also reduce the risk of failure. 
 
2. Desk research to find out a competitors product range and prices 
on their website can help a business set its own prices. 
Field research to find out from the target market what they think 
competitors strengths and weaknesses are can help in making decisions 
about their own product before launching.   
 
3. It helps a business decide on the marketing mix it will use to sell its 
products. i.e. the Product, its Price, method of Promotion and the 
Place where it will be sold. 
Field Research can be used (survey) to ask consumers what price they 
would pay for the product. 
Desk research can be used to see where consumers normally buy 
similar products e.g. online/in-store etc… 
 
Others: Consumer reactions/feedback; Market details (size 
etc…) 
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2016 Q7 (A)  
Stitch Express is a business set up by Alex Dunne originally offering clothing 
alterations, dress restyling and repairs. The business has grown and Alex 
believes it is time to update his marketing strategy. Following market 
research, Alex introduced a dry cleaning service. There are a few 
competitors in the market, so Alex decided to review his pricing and 
promotion policies. Alex believes he will need to rebrand the business, as a 
result of introducing the dry cleaning service.  
(i) Outline the advantages and disadvantages of using secondary (desk) 
research techniques for collecting information on a market.  
(ii) Illustrate one source of desk research and one source of field research 
that Stitch Express might use, giving a reason for your answer in each case.  
MS: (i) 3 x 5m (2 + 3) At least one of each required (i i )  2 x 5m (2 
+ 2+1) give a reason in each case 
 
(i) Advantages 
 
Fast Access 
Secondary research is usually faster to complete than primary research. 
Lots of the information a business wants to gather may be available 
online having already been gathered. E.g. A business accessing CSO 
information or reports stored online. 
 
Cheaper 
Secondary research is usually relatively inexpensive compared to primary 
research thereby keeping business costs down. Viewing data online e.g. 
press releases from competitors / competitor’s prices on their 
website, is free where as time and money needs to be invested to 
gather data e.g. survey. 
 
Other: Easy to double check data from more than one source  
 
Disadvantages 
 
Quality of Information 
The information already collected may be out of date, having been 
collected years ago or information may be biased depending on who 
developed it e.g. if the research was sponsored by a business leading to 
favorable findings.  
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Other: Hard to verify data/competitors can use same 
data/accuracy 
 
(ii) CSO Statistics 
StitchExpress could use CSO stats to determine population trends 
(age, sex, family structure) and forecasts in certain areas if they wished 
to expand in to them to gauge the potential size of their target market. 
 
Questionnaires/Surveys  
StitchExpress could ask individuals specific questions and gather 
detailed information about consumer’s tastes and behaviors in the 
market place to help them with decision making e.g. setting prices. 
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2012 Q7 (B)  
Within the product element of the marketing mix, evaluate “product 
design” and “product packaging.” (20 marks) 
MS: 10 (5+5) + 8 (4+4) + 2 marks 
 
Product Design  
 
This is how the product looks and is presented and must also take in to 
account the product’s function and form. 
When designing a product, it must be able to do what it is expected to 
e.g. there is no point designer extra lightweight material football boots if 
you can’t use them to kick footballs. 
The product must also be aesthetically appealing in terms of shape, 
size, colour, style, image etc. e.g. Apple products shape/colour/design. 
 
Evaluation  
In my opinion, with so much competition in every industry, making you’re 
your product looks slick and premium and making it suit consumers that 
are fashion conscious will help boost consumer loyalty.  
 
Product Packaging 
 
Product packaging serves many functions that are useful for a business:  
Protects the product during transit, storage and handling.  
It also keeps the product fresh, preserving quality until it is used. 
Packaging contains information on contents, ingredients, best before 
date… 
Products can be instantly recognisable due to the shape of the packaging. 
Packaging draws attention through brands and logos, shape and colour.  
Packaging can control the size and quantity of a product.  
 
Evaluation  
In my opinion, good packaging is essential for a product to succeed. It is 
the first thing the consumer sees before seeing the actual product, so 
must be able to attract consumers and enhance the user experience. It 
can also help products be very recognizable and build customer loyalty 
e.g. Pringle’s pipe. 
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2011 – Short Q1  
(a) Explain the meaning of the term ‘Own - brand products’. 
(b) Outline two reasons why retailers use ‘Own - brand products’ 
MS: (a) 4 marks (2+2) (b) 6 marks (3(1+2)+3(1+2))  
 
(a) These are products sold by retailers under the retailer’s own name 
and logo to compete against existing products.  
Large multiples such as Tesco’s use own label brands e.g. Tesco Milk 
sold against Avonmore milk in Tescos 
 
(b) (i) Lower Prices: They can sell ‘own- brands’ at a cheaper price than 
the market leader. 
(ii) Repeat Customers: It can lead to customer loyalty to the retail 
store. 
 
Other: Easily recognisable / requires l ittle advertising / Higher 
profit margin  
 
2010 Q7 (C)  
‘Many businesses spend large sums of money developing a brand name’. 
Illustrate the benefits of branding for the business and the consumer. (25 
marks)  
MS: 4 @ 5 marks (2 + 3); example 5 marks (2+3)  
 
Benefits to the business:  
 
Marketing More Efficient 
Having a strong brand name means businesses can advertise the brand 
instead of each product e.g. Cadbury’s advertising Cadbury’s, not each 
individual bar. 
Customers will more easily recognize their products on shelves and in 
advertising/marketing and will know it from other competitors. 
 
Introducing new products/ranges 
If a brandname is well known e.g. Under Armour, then it is much easier 
for them to launch new products or new ranges e.g. Under Armour 
Golf range, as consumers already know the brand and trust it will be of 
a high quality. 
E.g. Apple launching the Apple Watch was easier as the brand was so well 
known. 
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Others: Command higher prices; repeat purchasing/customer 
loyalty; Market Segmentation e.g. Kelloggs cereals aim very 
similar products at different ages/genders  
 
Benefits for the consumer:   
 
Consumer Confidence/Trust 
Branding helps the buyer to identify a particular producer’s goods 
and allows confidence in the performance of that brand.  
They feel much happier parting with hard earned money for branded 
items. 
E.g. they know when they buy Nike it should be of a high standard even if it 
a higher price than some competitors. 
 
Image/Enjoyment 
Certain premium brands allow consumers to define their success or 
power e.g. Rolex watch/ Porsche car.  
Brands can allow consumers to express their own self-image e.g. what 
branded goods/slogans they wear as clothes. 
 
 2016 Q7 (C) 
Discuss the benefits of branding as a marketing tool for business, providing 
examples to support your answer. (20m) 
MS: 7m (3+2+2) + 7m (3+2+2) + 6m (2+2+2)  
 
Answered above in 2010 Q7 (C). 
 
Make sure to give real life examples that an examiner should know about 
e.g. Kelloggs, and relate to the question “marketing tool” so launching new 
products (Adidas), consumer loyalty (Apple), premium pricing (Volvic), 
recognizable (Nike tick), segmentation (Coca-Cola), diversifying (BIC), 
harder for a  competitor to enter the market (Irish Times), product becomes 
the brand (Jeep, Google, Hoover) 
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2015 Q5 (A)  
(i) Draft and label a product life cycle. 
(ii) Describe one characteristic of each stage of the product life cycle with 
reference to a product of your choice. (25 marks) 
MS: 8@1m +1 m for curve; 5 @ 3m (2+1); Name one product 1m 
 

 
*As with all graphs, make sure to give a title and label both 
axes* 
 
Introduction 
There is heavy expenditure on promoting (advertising/sales promotions) the 
product and the company has to decide on a suitable pricing strategy. 
Sales are slow which can lead to no profit/poor cashflow. 
E.g. Boojum had to advertise a lot when they opened in Dublin as sales 
were low. 
 
Growth  
As the product gets known (word of mouth, reviews etc…) sales grow 
rapidly. 
Costs fall per unit as production increases leading to an improved cash flow. 
Expanded production will require further investment. 
E.g. Boojum opened up two new stores to cope with increased demand. 
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Maturity 
Sales increases slow as profits reach a peak and level off. 
If the product isn’t enhanced/developed, sales will go in to decline. 
E.g. advertising can be used to extend a products life cycle at this stage. Or 
new developments e.g. Boojum introduced two new burritos to their menu. 
 
Saturation 
The market becomes full and sales fall for each individual seller. 
Costs rise as advertising and sales promotions are used to maintain the 
firm’s position in the market. 
Price wars may occur to try to keep customers. 
E.g. Tolteca enter the Irish market selling burritos, reducing demand for 
Boojum. 
 
Decline 
Sales and profits fall as the product is withdrawn from the market. 
Product harvesting may occur; selling at a very low price with no 
advertising. 
A product may be launched in a different market instead. 
E.g. With the rise of Mexican food, Chinese takeaways are in decline, and 
many sellers are shutting down or re-opening as a different cuisine. 
 
2011 Q7 (B)  
(i) Draw and label the ‘product life cycle’ diagram. 
(ii) Illustrate the methods a business could use to extend a product’s life 
cycle. (25 marks)  
MS: 8 @ 1 mark + 2 marks for curve; 3 @ 5 marks (2+3)  
 
(i) as above 
 
(ii)  
*For extending the product l ife cycle, you should use the 4 P’s / 
Marketing Mix, so give one point for each ‘P’ if you are asked 
this* 
 
Place: Change where it is sold (Online Store) 
A business could increase the amount of retailers that the product is 
available in (increase channels of distribution). 
They could introduce their own online store (e-commerce) and sell direct to 
their consumers or make it available on a large online retailer (e.g. Amazon). 
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E.g. Nike were available in Lifestyle and Elverys, and now you can also buy 
Nike gear on their own website as well. 
 
Product: Change the Design 
The business could improve the design of the product, tweaking a 
feature e.g. adding Bluetooth radio to a car. 
This might attract new customers or previous customers may retry 
the product to find out what has improved.   
E.g. The Honda Civic changed its design to be more modern 
 
Price: Change The Pricing Strategy 
Changing the selling price can increase sales. Price drops can increase 
demand as consumers look for value e.g. The FAI lowering match tickets to 
encourage fans to buy tickets to increase overall revenue. 
Price increases may make the product more exclusive and attract a 
different type of consumer (new segment of the market). E.g. Apple did this 
when they rebranded from Mac. 
 
Others: Change packaging; use a different promotion technique 
e.g. 33% off instead of a loyalty card; Re-brand the product e.g. 
Mini One; Re-design the product e.g. new dark grey MacBooks; 
Use a different distribution system e.g. direct to consumer 
(Ryanair online instead of travel agents) 
 
2016 Q8 Short  
Outline two methods of extending a product’s life cycle and provide one 
example to illustrate your answer.  
MS: 2 @ 4m (2+2) + 2m 
 
Product: Introduce new features e.g. Touch ID on the latest iPhone 
 
Price: Change the pricing strategy to access a different market segment 
e.g. Fly Fit Gyms discounted their fee to €29 per month to get more 
students. 
 
Place: Change where the product is available for sale e.g. Elverys Sports 
now selling online 
 
Promotion: Use a different advertising campaign or social media stunt to 
stimulate demand e.g. Apache Pizza advertised €1 pizzas on Mondays 
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2018 Q7 (A)  
Read the information supplied and answer the questions which follow.  
 
Cadbury is a confectionery company operating since 1932. It produces 
several well‐known chocolate brands such as Dairy Milk, Crunchie, 
Flake, Milk Tray, Roses and Creme Eggs. In the Irish chocolate market 
Dairy Milk is the number one brand. 
 
(i) Draw a product life cycle diagram and explain each stage.  
(ii) Outline two methods a business could consider to extend the product 
life cycle. (25 marks) 
MS: (i) Diagram 9m 5@1: each stage 4@1 Title Sales Time Curve  
Each stage explained 5@2  
Accept 2 references to impact on sales if clearly differentiated. 
 
( i i )  2@3 Two different elements of the marketing mix required.  
 
(i)  

 
 
Introduction - the product is launched onto the market. Sales may be low 
/ costs of marketing the product will be high/Profits will be low if at all/Aim 
is to create product awareness. Heavy drain on cash flow.   
 
Growth - customer awareness of the product increases /sales are growing 
rapidly/Profits should start to rise/Aim is to maximise market share. Cash 
Flow improves.   
 
Maturity - Sales are at their peak and product is commonplace in the 
market/Profits are maximised / market share is defended. Cash flow is 
excellent   

54 
Leaving Certificate –Higher Level 2018 

 
Question 7 

 
(A) (i) Draw a product life cycle diagram and explain each stage. 

(ii) Outline two methods a business could consider to extend the product life cycle. 
(25 marks) 

 

Question Possible Responses Max  
Mark 

7 
 

(A) (i) Diagram, stages and explanation 
 

 
x Introduction-the product is launched onto the market. Sales 

may be low / costs of marketing the product will be 
high/Profits will be low if at all/Aim is to create product 
awareness. Heavy drain on cash flow.  

x Growth-customer awareness of the product increases /sales 
are growing rapidly/Profits should start to rise/Aim is to 
maximise market share. Cash Flow improves. 

x Maturity-Sales are at their peak and product is commonplace 
in the market/Profits are maximised / market share is 
defended. Cash flow is excellent  

x Saturation- Sales are levelling off/Profits should be 
steady/Market will have been fully exploited. Planning needs 
to happen to prevent a decline/Extend the life cycle. 

x Decline-many competitors in the market and new products will 
cause a decline in sales/Profits decline/May cut prices to 
sell/May phase out weak products/May even be making a loss.  
 

 
 

 

  
Diagram 9m  
5@1: each 
stage 
4@1 
Title 
Sales 
Time 
Curve 
 
Each stage 
explained 
5@2 
 
 
 
 
Accept 2 
references to 
impact on 
sales if clearly 
differentiated. 
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Saturation - Sales are levelling off/Profits should be steady/Market will 
have been fully exploited. Planning needs to happen to prevent a 
decline/Extend the life cycle.   
 
Decline - many competitors in the market and new products will cause a 
decline in sales/Profits decline/May cut prices to sell/May phase out weak 
products/May even be making a loss.   
 
(ii)  
Product 
New product features/new image/design/use 
Create a portfolio of products to increase popularity of the brand 
Create line extensions (different flavours/sizes).  
 
Price 
Image/reduce price to attract more customers.  
 
Promotion  
Advertising Campaign/Sales Promotion techniques.  
 
Place 
Change Channel of Distribution 
Sell on line to attract a worldwide audience.  
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2017 Q7 (B) 
(i) Outline three pricing strategies a marketing manager could consider in 
setting a selling price for a product or service. 
(ii) Name one pricing strategy suitable for a product or service of your 
choice, explaining the reason for your choice of pricing strategy. (20m) 
 
(i) Penetration Pricing 
A manager could consider charging a lower price than your competition 
when you first enter a market with a new product to try to gain a 
market share by undercutting competition. 
Usually happens in strong market places, with the aim of achieving a large 
portion of the market quickly. 
E.g. Meteor, LIDL, Tesco 
 
Price Skimming 
The manager could consider charging a high price initially for a new 
product to capitalise on those consumers that see the product as a ‘must 
have’ good, and to have it to ‘show off’. 
It could be used to recoup high research and development costs of 
bringing the product to the market, if they faced this. 
E.g. If they were launching a new PS4 game that was sought after 
 
Premium Pricing 
If the marketing manager felt their product had a superior or high quality 
feel to it, they may look to set a higher price than their competition in the 
market to reflect the product’s high quality. 
E.g. Ben and Jerry’s Ice Cream 
 
(ii) Cost Plus Pricing 
 
This is where a marketing manager takes the cost of the product to 
manufacture, and then adds a percentage to it to find the selling price. 
I think this would be suitable for a clothing retail store. It would make it 
easy to sort the quality between different products for the seller. It would 
also mean the shop would make an equal profit margin on everything 
they sell. 
E.g. adding 50% of the cost on top to make the sell ing price for 
socks.  
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2013 Q7 (C)  
Outline the factors a marketing manager might consider in determining the 
selling price of products at ‘All-Weather Wellies Ltd’.  (20 marks)  
MS: 4 @ 5 marks (2+3)  
Input Costs 
The price needs to be higher than all the firm’s costs on raw materials, 
labour, marketing, distribution etc… and also include a satisfactory 
profit margin on each sale. 
All-Weather Wellies will need to add up all projected costs and profit 
margin per unit at projected sales to set their price. 
 
Competitors Prices 
A firm will need to decide where to position their product in a market 
compared to their competitors. They can do this using pricing 
strategies e.g. penetration pricing to go below the market level or 
premium pricing to make the product seem of a higher status or quality. 
All-Weather-Wellies Ltd could opt for a low pricing strategy such as 
‘penetration pricing’ in order to capture market share from competitors.   
 
Product Image 
A price will also often reflect the image of the product e.g. a low price will 
reflect low quality but could lead to high sales e.g. Ryanair Predatory 
Pricing 
All-Weather-Wellies Ltd is selling branded boots so they could use 
premium pricing to show that they are superior to other options. 
 
Consumers 
The type of buyers (target market) will determine the price that can be 
charged to each segment. Their income levels, spending patterns, 
habits etc… 
All-Weather-Wellies Ltd may discriminate between the festival-goers and 
the great outdoors in the price setting process (price discrimination 
strategy).  
 
Demand 
If initial demand is high before a launch, a business could charge a high 
initial price for those consumers that ‘must have’ the product, and then 
later on lower the price to get more customers (Price Skimming). 
New products launched by All-Weather Wellies Ltd may be very popular so 
higher prices can be charged at the introductory stage.   
Also asked in 2009 Q7 (A) and linked to Olympian Hoodies  
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2016 Q6 (B)  
Read the information supplied and answer the questions which follow.  
Medron plc has supplied the following financial information for the new 
medical device:  
Forecast Output (Sales)  60,000 units 
Selling Price per unit  €30 
Fixed Costs    €400,000 
Variable Costs per unit  €20  
Illustrate the following by means of a breakeven chart:  
(i) Breakeven point  
(ii) Margin of safety at the forecast output  
(iii) Profit at forecast output. (25 marks) 
*Make sure to show and use formula. Show all calculations* 
 
(i) Break-Even 
Amount 

Fixed Costs / Contribution per unit (Selling Price - 
Variable Costs) 

 (€30 - €20) = €10 ---  €400,000/€10 = 40,000 units 
  
(ii) Margin Of Safety Forecast Output - Breakeven amount (in units) 
 60,000 units - 40,000 units = 20,000 units 
  
(iii) Profit at Full 
Capacity Total Revenue = Forecast Output x Selling Price 
 60,000 units x €30 = €1,800,000 
  

 
Total Costs = Fixed Costs + Variable Costs (Forecast 
Output x Variable Costs) 

 
€400,000 + (60,000 units x €20) = €400,000 + 
€1,200,000 = €1,600,000 

  
 Profit at Full Capacity = Total Revenue - Total Costs 
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 €1,800,000 - €1,600,000 = €200,000 
 

Units 0  40,000   60,000  
Fixed Costs  €400,000   €400,000   €400,000  
Total Costs  €400,000   €1,200,000   €1,600,000  
Total Revenue  €0     €1,200,000   €1,800,000  
Profit/Loss -€400,000   €0     €200,000  
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2016 Q6 (C)  
Following a review of costs, Medron plc decreased its variable costs per 
unit to €10. 
(i) Calculate the new breakeven point and illustrate on your breakeven chart 
the new total cost line (TC2) and the new breakeven point (BE2). 
(ii) Outline one limitation of a breakeven analysis when making business 
decisions. (20 marks) 

(i) Break-Even Amount 
Fixed Costs / Contribution per unit (Selling Price - 
Variable Costs) 

 (€30 - €10) = €20 ---  €400,000/€20 = 20,000 units 

 
 
 
(ii) Limitation 
 
Sell ing Price: Prices may have to be lowered to sell more units. 
Costs: Variable costs may decrease when buying in bulk so won’t be 
constant over all quantities.  
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*Also appears similar to 2016 Q6 (B) at: 2014 Q10 – Short; 2012 
Q10 – Short; 2011 Q7 (C) and in slightly different formats 
below.* 
 
2013 Q6 – Short  
In break-even analysis a distinction is made between ‘Fixed Costs’ and 
‘Variable Costs’. Explain these terms, and give one example in each case. 
MS: Fixed Costs 5 marks (3+2(1+1)) Variable Costs 5 marks (3+2(1+1))  
 
Fixed costs  
Remain the same irrespective of the level of output. 
E.g. rent, loan repayments, insurance all remain the same as output 
increases. 
 
Variable costs  
Increase/decrease directly with the level of output changing. 
E.g. direct wages, raw materials, energy costs all increase as output 
increases. 
 
 
2010 – Short Q6 
Study the break-even chart below and answer 
the following questions: 
( i )  Break-even point (BEP) in units and in 
euros   
( i i )  The Profit at Forecast Sales (10,000units) 
in euros.   
( i i i )  Margin of safety (MOS) in units.   
 
*Be careful when reading B/E Charts, units and revenue/costs 
here are in ‘000s.* 
 
(i) 4,000 units; €40,000. 
(ii) Revenue (€100,000) – Costs (€70,000) = €30,000   
(iii) Forecast units – B/E amount = 10,000 – 4,000 = 6,000 units   
 


